
t can be a hard decision, at a small or mid-sized business, to map 
out the most effective strategy for equipping the staff with laptops.  

Business-class laptops offer a range of features and benefits that enable 
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the systems to support any type of business or enterprise user. Yet, they 
often come with price tags of up to twice as much as consumer laptops 
with the same basic specs.  
 
While there’s no one-size-fits-all solution when it comes to outfitting 
your company with laptops, identifying the features and technologies 
that your company needs and absolutely must have is a good starting 
point. 
  
There’s also a potential workaround: By eliminating features that are 
more relevant to larger companies, SMBs can find ways to reduce overall 
costs while still benefitting from higher quality business-class laptops. 
  
“The bottom line is that the little more you’re going to spend on a 
business laptop will result in a device that’s better quality,” says Eric 
Ebner, president and director of research and development for IT 
consulting firm Protocol 46, based in Saint Paul, Minnesota.  
  
Indeed, SMB owners and employees usually seem to know which laptop 
features they need. According to the June 2015 Leading Innovation 
survey conducted by Penton and commissioned by Toshiba, 33% of 
respondents with 10 to 249 employees in their company say processor 
speed is their most important priority when making a computer 
purchasing decision, followed by reliability (31%) and durability (14%). 
  
When it comes down to individual features, 77% of respondents with 10 
to 249 employees point to long battery life as being “critical” or “very 
important,” followed by security (70%), high screen resolution (56%) and 
warranty options (56%). 
  
Here are some key differences between business and consumer laptops: 
  

Durability  
  
Business-class laptops are built to have a longer lifecycle and to be able 
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to withstand more rugged daily use than consumer laptops. Business 
laptops are made with reinforced structure and with stronger materials, 
compared to plastic or aluminum materials used to build consumer-class 
laptop chassis. Hinges on business laptops are enhanced for durability, 
and the infrastructure is built for shock absorption as well as drop and 
spill protection. In comparison, consumer laptops typically have standard 
hinges and standard chassis.  
  
HALT (highly accelerated life testing) testing is a process often used to 
ensure business-class laptops are built to durability and reliability 
standards.   
  
While consumer laptops usually come equipped with a standard 
keyboard, business-class laptops may offer a spill-resistant keyboard—
which is designed to protect the data on the system in the event of a spill 
directly onto the keyboard.  
  
As Greg Beese, president of Philadelphia-based IT consulting group The 
Logic Group, explains, employees just aren’t going to handle their work 
laptops with the same amount of care that they would a consumer 
laptop that they paid for out of their own pocket. Therefore, investing in 
a more durable laptop could save money needed for replacements over 
the long haul. 
  
Business laptops also have a longer model refresh cycle—roughly 12 to18 
months—versus consumer laptop’s six to eight-month refresh cycle. This 
makes it easier on IT professionals to manage the units at their company 
and add to their fleets of laptops in the future, particularly if they plan to 
add headcount over time. 
  

Performance 
  
To ensure the high performance, processors of business-class laptops 
such as Toshiba’s Tecra and Portégé line are equipped with Intel® Core™ 
processors. This can help increase productivity by making software more   
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responsive, whereas some consumer laptops could lag behind when 
meeting the demands of  busy SMB users. 
 
Manufacturers limit the amount of so-called junkware—games, free 
trials, demos and so on—for business laptops, but consumer laptops 
usually come fraught with these add-ons. This frees up storage and takes 
away a lot of the hassle of distracting pop-ups and unnecessary software.  
Businesses that buy business laptops in bulk can also specify exactly what 
kind of software they want or even have their own image pre-installed. 
  
Business laptops also come with more choices for operating systems. 
You’ll often find you have the rights to downgrade from one version of 
software to another, if you wish, and you can customize more of the 
software to your individual company’s needs. 
  
When it comes to display, remember that the more pixels you have, the 
more content you can fit on screen, and the sharper these images will 
appear. In addition, in place of the glossy-only displays of consumer 
laptops, business laptops have the options of coming equipped with 
glossy or anti-glare displays. 
 

Battery Life  
  
Business laptops typically provide longer battery life, which can also vary 
depending on how many cells you invest in. Some business laptops 
provide two or three different battery options, such as 4-, 6- and 9-cells. 
Consumer laptops, on the other hand, tend to have a shorter battery life. 
A business laptop is also more likely to have a matching docking station 
or port replicator, allowing employees to set up and work more 
productively both at the office and at home.  
  

Connectivity 
  
Business laptops also tend to provide easier connectivity for 
presentations, since they have ports to connect to office projectors via   
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RGB/VGA or HDMI cable, whereas many consumer laptops do not. They 
may also offer Intel® WiDi, or Wireless Display technology which offers 
the ability to connect and present to displays without plugging in.  
 
Wireless connectivity is critical for business users no matter their 
location, so business-class laptops also generally have better wireless 
connectivity in order to ensure they work not only at the user’s desk but 
in conference rooms, at meetings, and while on the road. Features like 
dual band wireless can help ensure better performance at further 
distances and fewer dropped connections. 

 
Security and Support 
  
Business laptops come equipped with a variety of additional security 
options, from biometric hardware such as fingerprint readers to 
processor technology that enables full disk encryption and the ability to 
remotely and securely manage PCs and erase sensitive files.  
 
The Intel® Core™ vPro™ processor family is used in business-class laptops 
such as the Toshiba Tecra and Portégé product lines, and is designed to 
strengthen security across the enterprise.  
 
Consumer laptops promote features like facial recognition software, but 
not always fingerprint readers, and don’t have as many hardware-
strength security options in place to sidestep potential cyber thieves or 
breaches.  
 
When it comes down to warranties, consumer laptops usually provide 
U.S. coverage, whereas many business models provide international 
coverage—which is particularly beneficial for business travelers. 
 
SMBs are in an interesting position when it comes to buying laptops. 
Companies can better serve business users, including the IT staff, by  
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investing in more reliable business-class PCs, but may be able to reduce 
initial acquisition costs by understanding which features they can do 
without.   
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Tecra  Z50 

Business-class laptops from Toshiba. Intel® Core™ processors.  

Intel Inside® Powerful Solution Outside.  

Contact your Toshiba Business Inside Sales Representative:  

Phone: 888.328.4631 

Email: barry.kelly@toshiba.com 
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